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The Lomographic Society Proudly Presents:  

THE LOMO’INSTANT SQUARE 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE LOMO’INSTANT AUTOMATIC GLASS SPARK BURN SNAP CRACKLE POP DUSK 
DAWN DOODLE TICKET-TO-RIDE APHRODISIAC SHARP SHIVER DARE SUGAR 
SPICE YODEL DANCE DISCOMBOBULATE HAPHAZARD COMPACT SMART FOCUS 
FLASH BLUSH KERCHING KERFUFFLE UNLIMITED FABULOUS FESTOON 
FOREVER-OR- BUMFUZZLE NEVER CRAVE COLORS SHENANIGANS SHRUBBERY 
SERENDIPITY SHAKE SHARE SQUARE CAMERA 

INTRODUCING THE FULLY ANALOGUE LOMO'INSTANT 

SQUARE — one square frame, make it your ticket to go 

anywhere and everywhere. 

Rocking the Square Format in Analogue Style 
 

The Lomo’Instant Square: the very first, fully analogue instant camera on 
planet Earth to produce Instax square pictures. It features a 95mm glass lens 
(45mm equivalent), for super sharp photos. Add to that an advanced 
automatic mode that takes care of everything from shutter speed to flash 
output — and a smart zone-focusing system that makes focusing easy. 
Sprinkle on top all of Lomography’s signature creative features: unlimited 
multiple exposures, a bulb mode for long exposures, an infrared remote 
control, a self timer, and stacks more. Finally, the cherry on top is the Combo 
Package which includes a portrait glass lens attachment and a Splitzer.  
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Get the Lomo’Instant Square on 
Kickstarter: 

http://www.lomography.com/kickstarter  
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Combining Technical Precision and Visionary 
Madness 

The Lomo'Instant Square features a compact foldable design, 
constructed with bellows, as a tribute to classic models that defined 
the golden era of instant photography. It comes in five gorgeous 
editions to suit every style: a sleek black edition, a crisp white 
edition, an elegant brown leather edition, a stylish red leather 
edition, and a colorful eye-catching edition exclusive to Kickstarter 
backers. It’s the sum of everything Lomography has learned through 
years developing instant cameras, and close interaction with the 
Lomography Community, who are an eternal source of inspiration; 
constantly daring further into photographical exploration. Add to 
that a good dose of madness. The Lomo’Instant Square is born. 

 

The Lomo’Instant Square is a Celebration of Life 

 
The Lomo’Instant Square is the response to consistent, popular demand 
from analogue lovers worldwide, hungry to try out the square format. It´s an 
invitation; a dare to take your life and tint it, frame it, share it, shake it, 
scream it — yodel like no one's listening — upside down, loud and clear. It 
embraces core Lomography values: photography is not a complex, contrived 
process; but emerges as a living, breathing document and is simultaneously 
an integral part of a situation. There are no bad or less important photos: 
photography is a celebration of life and all the little moments that make the 
world spin. 
 
The Lomo’Instant Square has launched on Kickstarter. It will retail at prices 
starting from 199 USD, but Kickstarter backers will save up to 35% on the 
planned retail price, and can scoop up all sorts of extra prezzies. Make sure 
you don’t miss out on the Kickoff Special pledge packages! These packages 
contain the Lomo’Instant Square at the lowest possible price, but they’re only 
available for the first 24 hours of the campaign. There will be plenty of other 
fantastic deals available until Lomography’s latest Kickstarter campaign ends 
on 29 September 2017, though! Be there and be square! 

 

 

  



 

 

WHAT THE HELL IS LOMOGRAPHY? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.lomography.com/about 

The Lomographic Society International is a globally-active organization dedicated to analogue, 
experimental and creative photography. Lomography stands for a freer and louder style of 
shooting — closer to life itself. Through the constantly expanding selection of innovative film 
cameras, instant cameras, Art Lenses, film & photographic accessories, Lomography promotes 
photography as a creative approach to communicate, absorb, and capture the world. Lomography 
Gallery Stores and Embassy Stores all over the world provide the full Lomography product range 
and a place for exhibitions, workshops, meet-ups and all Lomographic needs. Lomography.com is a 
thriving online community of creative individuals dedicated to experimenting with photography 
and pushing the boundaries of what’s possible. Through the enthusiastic engagement of 
Lomographic Society members, Lomography seeks to document the incredible planet around us in 
a never-ending archive of imagery — literally a global “Lomographic” portrait as seen through the 
eyes of countless individuals and cultures. 

 

WHO THE HELL ARE LOMOGRAPHERS? 

Lomographers can be anyone and everyone! All that matters is that you have a passion for 
photography — and a hunger for playing with the boundaries of what’s possible with this 
marvelous medium. Lomographers have wandering minds and ever-curious souls; a natural 
tendency to dance barefoot on rooftops, shoot from dusk 'til dawn, stay up until stupid o'clock to 
chase the sunrise. For Lomographers, the universe isn’t a place to be stared at and studied; it’s a 
maze to be explored and get lost in. Each day is a chance to stray off the beaten path, and find the 
still point of the turning world where great photography happens. The thirst to travel, create, 
experiment, make mistakes, share and experience this whole myriad of emotions is what keeps 
Lomographers restless on this little planet we call Earth.  
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